Abstract-A scheme for concatenating the recently invented polar codes with non-binary MDS codes, as Reed-Solomon codes, is considered. By concatenating binary polar codes with interleaved Reed-Solomon codes, we prove that the proposed concatenation scheme captures the capacity-achieving property of polar codes, while having a significantly better error-decay rate. We show that for any > 0, and total frame length N , the parameters of the scheme can be set such that the frame error probability is less than 2
I. INTRODUCTION
Polar codes, introduced by Arikan [1] , [2] , are the most recent breakthrough in coding theory. Polar codes are the first and, currently, the only family of codes with explicit construction (no ensemble to pick from) to achieve the capacity of a certain family of channels (binary input symmetric discrete memory-less channels) as the block length goes to infinity. They have encoding and decoding algorithms with very low complexity. Their encoding complexity is nlogn and their successive cancellation (SC) decoding complexity is O(nlogn), where n is the length of the code. However, at moderate block lengths, their performance does not compete with world's best known codes, which prevents them from being implemented in practice. Also, their error exponent decreases slowly as the block length increases, where the error-decay rate of polar codes under successive cancellation decoding is asymptotically O(2 −n 0.5− ). In this paper, we aim at providing techniques to make polar codes more practical, by providing schemes that improve their finite length performance, while preserving their low decoding complexity.
Concatenating inner polar codes with outer linear codes (or other variations of concatenation like parallel concatenation) is a promising path towards making them more practical [3] , [4] . By carefully constructing such codes, the concatenated construction can inherit the low encoding and decoding complexities of the inner polar code, while having significantly improved error-rate performance, in comparison with the inner polar code. The performance and decoding complexity of the concatenated code will also depend on the outer code used, the concatenation scheme and the decoding algorithms used for decoding the component codes. We chose Reed-Solomon (RS) codes as outer codes as they are maximal distance separable (MDS) codes, and hence have the largest bounded-distance error-correction capability at a specified code rate. RS codes also have excellent burst error-correction capability.
Recent investigations have shown the possibility of improving the bound on the error-decay rate of polar codes by concatenating them with RS codes [3] . However, this work assumed a conventional method of concatenation, which required the cardinality of the outer RS code alphabet to be exponential in the block length of the inner polar code, which makes it infeasible for implementation in practical systems. In this paper, we propose a scheme for improving the error-decay rate of polar codes by concatenating them with interleaved block codes. When deploying our proposed scheme with outer interleaved RS block codes, the RS alphabet cardinality is no longer exponential and, in fact, is a design parameter which can be chosen arbitrarily. Furthermore, we show that the code parameters can be set such that the total scheme still achieves the capacity while the error-decay rate is asymptotically 2 −N 1− for any > 0, where N is the total block length of the concatenated scheme. This bound provides considerable improvements upon 2 −N 0.5− , the error-decay rate of Arikan's polar codes, and upon the bound of [3] . Notice that 2 −N is the information theoretic upper bound on the probability of error of any capacity achieving code. This can be derived from the main result of [5] . Therefore, our concatenated code fills the gap with the ultimate bound on the error decay rate of any capacity achieving code.
Considering transmission over channels with erasure bursts we show that the proposed concatenated polar codes perform well while we prove that Arikan's polar codes are very weak in this regard. For theoretical analysis, transmission over an arbitrary binary symmetric channel channel is considered while the received symbols encounter a single erasure burst. We prove that if the length of erasure burst is at least 2 √ n − 1, where n is the length of polar code, then the successive cancellation decoder fails to recover the transmitted message. On the other hand, we show that the parameters of the concatenated polar code can be set in such a way that the concatenated polar code approaches the capacity of the channel with the same error-decay rate as in polar codes. For simulations, GilbertElliot model is considered wherein a channel with two states is assumed. The good channel state is a binary erasure channel and the bad channel state is always erasure. For some specific parameters, we show that the concatenated polar code perform well as expected, while the non-concatenated polar code fails with a very high probability of error.
To construct the concatenated polar code at finite block length, we propose a rate-adaptive method to minimize the rateloss resulting from the outer block code. It is known from the theory of polar codes that not all of the selected good bitchannels have the same performance. Some of the information bits observe very strong and almost noiseless channels, while some other information bits observe weaker channels. This implies that an unequal protection by the outer code is needed, i.e. the strongest information bit-channels do not need another level of protection by the outer code, while the rest are protected by certain codes whose rates are determined by the error probability of the corresponding bit-channels. Hence, a criterion is established for determining the proper rates of the outer interleaved block codes.
We propose a successive method for decoding the RS-polar concatenated scheme, which is possible by the proposed interleaved concatenation scheme, where the symbols of each RS codeword are distributed over the same coordinates of multiple polar codewords. In the successive cancellation (SC) decoding of the inner polar codes, the very first bits of each polar codeword that are protected by the first outer RS code are decoded first. Then these bits are passed as symbols to the first outer decoder. RS decoding is done on the first RS word to correct any residual errors from the polar decoders, and pass the updated information back to the SC polar decoders. Then the SC decoders of all polar codes update their first decoded bits, and use that updated information to continue successive decoding for the following bits corresponding to the symbols of the subsequent outer words. Therefore, the errors from SC decoding do not propagate through the whole polar codeword, which significantly improves the performance of our scheme. Another main advantage of this proposed scheme, is that all polar codes are decoded in parallel which significantly reduces the decoding latency.
Depending on the chosen outer code and its chosen decoding algorithm, the information exchanged between the inner SC decoders and the outer decoder can be soft information, as log-likelihood ratios (LLRs), or hard decisioned bits. We take advantage of the soft information generated by the successive cancellation decoder of polar codes to perform generalized minimum distance (GMD) list decoding [6] , [7] for the outer RS code, which enhances the error performance. For further improvements, the SC decoder is modified so that it generates the likelihoods of all the possible RS symbols for GMD decoding. After GMD decoding of each component RS word, the most likely candidate codeword relative to the received word is picked from the list, and SC decoder utilizes the updated RS soft and hard outputs in further decoding of the component polar codes. In the case that outer codes are RS codes, more complex and better soft decoding algorithms exist, e.g. [8] , [9] , however GMD was chosen to preserve the bound on the decoding complexity of the polar codes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, some necessary background on Arikan's polar codes is provided. In Section III, the proposed scheme is explained in more details. We also explain how to modify the scheme to get a rate-adaptive construction, which significantly improves the rate of finite length constructions. In Section IV, we describe our proposed decoding algorithms for the concatenated polar code scheme that improve the performance at finite block length. Asymptotic analysis of error correction performance along with the proof of the bounds on the error-decay rate are provided in Section V. Also, the performance of the proposed concatenated polar code over channels with erasure burst is discussed. Simulated results are shown in Section VI. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. ARIKAN'S POLAR CODES
A brief overview of the groundbreaking work of Arikan [1] and others [2] , [10] , [11] on polar codes and channel polarization is provided in this section.
The construction of polar codes is based on a phenomenon called channel polarization discovered by Arikan [1] . Let
The Kronecker powers of G are defined by induction. G ⊗1 = G and for any i > 1:
Then the n×n polarization transform matrix is defined as G n def = R n G ⊗s , where R n is the bit-reversal permutation matrix defined in [1, Section VII-B]. Let (U 1 , U 2 , . . . , U n ), denoted by U n 1 , be a block of n independent and uniform binary random variables. Let also X In this transformation, n independent uses of W is split into n bit-channels assuming that a successive cancellation decoder is deployed at the output. Under this decoding method, all the bits U i−1 1 are already decoded and are available at the time that U i is being decoded. This channel is called the i-th bit channel and is denoted by W (i) n . The channel polarization theorem states that as n goes to infinity, the bit-channels start polarizing meaning that they either become a noise-less channel or a purenoise channel. The definition of bit-channels and the channel polarization theorem are discussed more precisely next.
For any discrete memory-less channel W : X → Y , let W (y|x) denote the probability of receiving y ∈ Y given that x ∈ X was sent, for any x ∈ X and y ∈ Y . Let W n : X n → Y n denote the channel that results from n independent copies of W in the polar transformation i.e.
Then the combined channel W is defined with transition probabilities given by
This is the channel that the random vector (U 1 , U 2 , . . . , U n ) observes through the polar transformation. The transition probabilities for the bit-channel
n is given as follows:
For any B-DMC W , the Bhattacharyya parameter of W is
It is easy to show that the Bhattacharyya parameter Z(W ) is always between 0 and 1. Bhattacharyya parameter can be regarded as a measure to determine how good the channel W is. Channels with Z(W ) close to zero are almost noiseless, while channels with Z(W ) close to one are almost pure-noise channels. More precisely, it can be proved that the probability of error of a binary symmetric memoryless channel (BSM) is upperbounded by its Bhattacharyya parameter.
The following recursive formulas hold for Bhattacharyya parameters of individual bit-channels in the polar transformation:
The equality happens in (5) if W is a binary erasure channel.
The set of good bit-channels is defined based on their Bhattacharyya parameters [2] , [10] . Let [n] def = {1, 2, . . . , n} and let β < 1 / 2 be a fixed positive constant. Then the index sets of the good bit-channels are given by
For any BSM channel W and any constant β < 1 / 2 we have
Theorem 1 readily leads to a construction of capacityachieving polar codes. The idea is to transmit the information bits over the good bit-channels while freezing the input to the other bit-channels to a priori known values, say zeros. The decoder for this constructed code is the successive cancellation decoder of Arikan [1] . This decoder will be described in more details later in this section. The key property of the encoderdecoder pair of polar codes is summarized in the following theorem. This theorem is (the second part of) Proposition 2 of Arikan [1] .
Theorem 2: Let W be a BSM channel and let k = |G n (W, β)|. Suppose that a message U is chosen uniformly at random from {0, 1} k , encoded using the polar encoder, and transmitted over W . Then the probability that the channel output is not decoded to U under successive cancellation decoding satisfies
Arikan proposed a low-complex implementation of the successive cancellation (SC) decoder of polar codes [1] . Let n = 2 s and suppose that u 
The likelihood functions L (i)
n can be computed recursively as follows. Let u j 1,o and u j 1,e denote the subvectors with odd and even indices, respectively. A straightforward calculation using the bit-channel recursion formulas for n 1, gives the following recursive formulas:
n is not a good bit-channel, then the decoder knows that ith bit u i is set to zero and therefore,û i = u i = 0. Otherwise, it makes the hard decision based on
n . The total number of LRs that need to be calculated is n(1 + log n). Arikan also proposed an exact order using an n × (1 + log n) trellis in which the LR calculations are carried out.
III. PROPOSED RS-POLAR CONCATENATED CODE
In this section, we describe our proposed construction for concatenating polar codes with outer block codes. We consider the case when the outer code is a RS code. We establish bounds on the error correction performance and discuss the rate-adaptive construction.
A. Interleaved concatenated RS-polar codes
The proposed scheme for concatenating polar codes with outer RS codes is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The symbols generated by a certain number of RS codewords are interleaved and converted into binary streams using a fixed basis to provide the input of the polar encoders. In a specific construction, the bits corresponding to the first symbols of all RS codewords are encoded into one polar codeword. Similarly, the information bits of the second polar codeword constitutes of all bit corresponding to the second symbol coordinates of all outer RS codewords. Hence, polar encoding can be done in parallel, which reduces the encoding latency.
More precisely, let n and m denote the lengths of the inner polar code and outer RS code, respectively. Let k denote the number of input bits to each polar encoder i.e. the rate of each inner polar code is R I = k/n. The symbols of the outer RS codes are drawn from the finite field F 2 t , with cardinality 2 t . It is assumed that k is divisible by t. Hence, in the proposed scheme, the number of outer RS codes is r = k/t and the number of inner polar codes is m. The rates of the outer RS codes will be specified later. Assume that r RS codewords of length m over F 2 t are given. For i = 1, 2, . . . , r, let (c i,1 , c i,2 , . . . , c i,m ) denote the i-th codeword. For j = 1, 2, . . . , m, the j-th polar codeword is the output of the polar encoder of rate k/n with the input I(c 1,j ), I(c 2,j ), . . . , I(c r,j ) , where I(c) maps a symbol c ∈ F 2 t to its binary image with t bits. Hence, the total length of the concatenated codeword is N = nm. The interleaver proposed here between the inner and outer codes can be viewed as a structured block interleaver. Other polynomial interleavers may be considered for further improvements. The interleaver plays an important role in this proposed scheme, as it helps to eliminate the need of large field size for the outer RS code in the previous scheme of [3] . Since t = k/r, t can be fixed as k grows by increasing the number of RS codewords.
B. Rate-adaptive construction of RS-polar concatenated code
Due to the polarization phenomenon of polar codes, not all bit-channels chosen to carry the information bits have the same reliability. An outer RS code is not actually needed for the strongest bit-channels of the inner polar code, since the corresponding information bits are already well-protected. Our construction guarantees that all symbols of same RS code see the same set of bit-channels, which are different from one RS code to another. In other words, each RS codeword is reencoded by same bit-channel indices across the different polar codewords. Therefore, the rate of each RS code can be properly assigned to protect the polarized bit-channels in such a way that all the information bits are almost equally protected. Suppose that the probability of error for each of the input bits to the polar code is given. Let k be the information block length of the inner polar code. For i = 1, 2, . . . , k, let P i be the probability that an error occurs when decoding the i-th information bit with the SC decoder, assuming that all the first i − 1 information bits were successfully recovered. Suppose that the outer RS code is over F 2 t , for some integer t. Then the total number of RS codes is k/t. Then, the first t information bits of each polar codeword form one symbol for the first RS code, the next t information bits form one symbol for the second RS code, etc. If we consider one of the inner polar codes, the probability that the first RS symbol has an error at the output of the SC polar decoder is given by 1
In general, for i = 1, 2, . . . , k/t, the probability that a symbol of the i-th RS codeword is in error assuming that symbols of preceding RS codes were decoded successfully, is given by
The design criterion is as follows. Let E be the target frame error probability (FEP) of the concatenated code. Then for i = 1, 2, .., k/t, let τ i be the smallest positive integer such that
Then, the proposed rate-adaptive (RA) concatenation scheme deploys a τ i -error correcting RS code for the i-th outer RS code.
The following lemma shows that the FEP E is guaranteed. Lemma 3: Suppose that the i-th outer RS code is a (m, m − 2τ i ) code, for i = 1, 2, . . . , k/t, where τ i is determined by (10) . Then, the total frame error probability for the RS-polar concatenated code is less than E.
Proof: The i-th RS decoder is successful if the number of its erroneous symbols is at most τ i . If some τ i + 1 of symbols out of the total m symbols are in error, then the RS decoder fails. The probability of this event is bounded by
. This is less than tE k by (10) . Observe that the total FEP of the concatenated code is upper bounded by the union bound on error probability of outer RS codes. Therefore, the probability of frame error is less than
The rate-adaptive design criterion, described above, requires knowledge of the individual bit-channel error probability. While it can be precisely calculated for erasure channels, we take a numerical approach to solve this problem for an arbitrary channel, e.g. additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel: Assume that all previous input bits 1, 2, . . . , i−1 are provided to the SC decoder by a genie when the i-th bit is decoded. For bit i = 1, 2 . . . , n, the decoder is run for a sufficiently large number of independent inputs to get an estimate of the probability of the event that the i-th bit is not successfully decoded, given that the bits indexed by 1, 2, . . . , i − 1 were successfully decoded. An alternative way is to use the method introduced in [13] which provides tight upper and lower bounds on the bit-channel error probability.
IV. PROPOSED DECODING METHODS FOR THE RS-POLAR CONCATENATED CODE
In this section, we first provide an analysis of asymptotic decoding complexity of the proposed concatenated code. Then several decoding techniques are proposed to improve the finite length performance while the order of decoding complexity is kept the same.
A. Decoding complexity
To compute the decoding complexity of the concatenated RSpolar code, we take into account the decoding complexity of both the inner polar code and the outer RS code.
The decoding complexity of the polar code using successive cancellation decoding is given by O(n log n), with n being the length of the polar code [1] . Since there are m inner polar codes in the proposed concatenated scheme, the total complexity of decoding the inner polar codes is O(nm log n), which is bounded by O(N log N ) .
A well-known hard-decision bounded-distance RS decoding method is the Berlekamp-Massey (BM) algorithm. The BM algorithm is a syndrome-based method which finds the error locations and error magnitudes separately. The decoding complexity is known to be O(m 2 ) operations over the field
One main advantage of the proposed concatenated code is that the RS code alphabet size is in the same order of m, whereas it is exponential in terms of n in the existing scheme of [3] . Gao proposed a syndrome-less RS decoding algorithm that uses fast Fourier transform and computes the message symbols directly without computing error locations or error magnitudes [12] . For RS codes over arbitrary fields, the asymptotic complexity of syndrome-less decoding based on multiplicative FFT techniques was shown to be O(m log 2 m log log m). Hence by deploying syndrome-less RS decoding, the total complexity of decoding the outer RS codes can be at most O(nm log 2 m log log m) which is bounded by O(N log 2 N log log N ). Therefore, the total decoding complexity of the proposed concatenated RS-polar code can be asymptotically bounded by O(N log 2 N log log N ).
B. Successive cancellation RS-polar decoding
The main drawback of the successive cancellation decoding of polar codes is that once an error occurs, it may propagate through the whole polar codeword. Since the information block of the polar code is protected with an outer RS code, errors in the decoded bits can be corrected using the outer code while the SC decoder evolves. This can potentially mitigate the error propagation problem and consequently results in improvement in the FEP of the proposed scheme at finite block lengths. Hence, we propose the successive cancellation decoding algorithm for our serially concatenated RS-polar code as follows. Let k be the information block length for the inner polar code and 2 t be the size of the alphabet for the outer RS code. Initialize the algorithm with j = 1. Then
• For each of the m polar codewords, decode the j-th information sub-block of length t, i.e. the information bits indexed by (j − 1)t + 1, (j − 1)t + 2, . . . , jt. These operations can be done in parallel for the inner polar codewords.
• Pass the mt hard-decisioned output bits as m symbols over F 2 t to form the j-th RS word, and decode it with the bounded-distance RS decoder.
• Update the decoded bits of all m polar codewords using the RS decoder output, and use them to continue SC decoding.
• Increase j by one and repeat, while j < k/t. Not only the frame error probability of the RS-polar concatenated code can be potentially improved, but also the decoding latency can be significantly reduced, thanks to the parallel processing in the first step of the decoding algorithm explained above.
C. SC Generalized Minimum Distance decoding of RS-polar code
Generalized minimum distance (GMD) decoding was introduced by Forney in [6] , where the soft information is used with algebraic bounded-distance decoding to generate a list of codewords. In order to further improve the performance, while keeping the decoding complexity order, we propose SC decoding of the concatenated code with GMD decoding of the outer code. In the concatenated code, the likelihood of each symbol can be computed given the LLRs of the corresponding bits generated by the SC decoder of the inner polar code. The m symbols of each RS word are sorted with respect to their likelihoods. The α least likely symbols are declared as erasures, where the case of α = 0 is the same as a regular RS decoding. In conventional GMD decoding, errors and erasures decoding of RS codes is run for α = {0, 2, 4, . . . , d − 1}, where d is the minimum distance of the RS code. This gives a list of size at most (d + 1)/2 candidate RS codewords at the output of the decoder. The decoder picks the closest one to the received word, which is then passed to the polar decoders. A naive way of implementing the GMD decoding increases the complexity by a factor of (d + 1)/2. However, Koetter derived a fast GMD decoding algorithm which removes this factor [7] , and hence GMD can be deployed in decoding our RS-polar code while preserving our decoding complexity bound. Since the SC decoder actually computes the LLR's of the bits in each symbol, the likelihood of each symbol that is passed to RS decoder can be computed. The symbol likelihoods from the different polar SC decoders are used for GMD decoding of each RS code.
D. Near ML SC-GMD decoding
In the previous subsection, at the last step of GMD RS decoding, the candidate in the generated list of codewords that is the closest one to the received word is picked. Here, we further improve the performance by actually picking the most likely codeword based on soft information from the polar decoder. The first approach is to approximate the symbol probabilities using the bit LLR's generated by the polar decoder. This is not precise, since the bit LLR's in each symbol are not independent. We pick the best codeword from the list generated by GMD decoder based on its estimated probability given by the product of estimated symbol probabilities. We call this approach SC-GMD-approximate ML or SC-GMD-AML decoding. In the second approach, the SC decoder of polar code is modified to output the soft information for all the possible symbols. For a symbol constituting of t bits, the LLR of each bit depends on the previous bits in the symbol. In order to compute the exact symbol probabilities, the SC polar decoder computes the probabilities of all the 2 t symbols by traversing all the possible 2 t paths, for each consecutive t bits. This increases the complexity of polar decoder by a constant factor of t−1 i=0 2 i /t. This enables near ML decoding of outer RS code on top of the SC-GMD decoding of RS-polar code, wherein the GMD decoder picks the most likely candidate from the generated list. We call this method SC-GMD-ML decoding. Also, since the SC decoder recursively calculates the LLRs, the LLRs computed along each path are saved so when the correct symbol is picked by the outer decoder, the LLRs computed along the corresponding path are picked to proceed with SC decoding for the next t bits.
V. THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE LIMITS
In this section, upperbounds and lowerbounds on the error correction capability of the proposed concatenated code is derived. Also, it is shown how to set the parameters of the code in order to get the upperbound 2 −N 1− , for any > 0, where N is the length of the concatenated code, on the probability of frame error. Furthermore, the performance of the RS-polar concatenated code and Arikan's polar codes is compared assuming transmission over channels with erasure bursts.
A. Asymptotic analysis of error correction performance
In our construction, assume all outer RS codes have the same rate R o . In Lemma 4, it is shown that the error probability of the concatenated code is bounded by 2
Then in Theorem 5, we prove that m, n and R o can be set in such a way that the error probability of the concatenated code is bounded by 2
, for any > 0, asymptotically, while the concatenated code is still capacity achieving. This significantly improves the error-decay rate compared to polar codes with the same length N .
Lemma 4: In the proposed RS-polar concatenated scheme, for any > 0 and large enough n, the probability of frame error is upper bounded by 2 Proof: Assuming a bounded-distance RS decoder, the error correction capability of RS codes is τ = (1 − R o )m/2 . The decoder for the whole concatenated scheme fails if more than τ of the inner polar codewords are in error. Let P e denote the probability of block error of the inner polar decoder and E be the frame error probability (FEP) of the concatenated code. E can be derived from P e as follows:
The upper bound on the probability of error holds by the following simple observation. If some τ +1 of the polar codewords are in error, then a decoding error occurs. The bound is derived by counting all the possibilities for the location of τ + 1 erroneous symbols. Since some error incidents are counted multiple times, we get an upper bound in (11) . By plugging in the result of Theorem 2 on the probability of error P e of polar codes into the upper bound in (11) we get
Notice that the bound in Lemma 4 can be tightened using the Stirling's approximation. Instead of simply bounding m τ +1 by 2 m , the more precise Stirling's approximation of 2 m(H((1−Ro)/2)−1/2 log m+O (1)) , where H(x) is the binary entropy function, can be used. However, this does not affect the result of the next theorem in the asymptotic sense.
Theorem 5: For any > 0, the lengths of the inner polar code and outer RS code, and the rate of outer RS code can be set such that the frame error probability of the concatenated code of total length N is asymptotically upper bounded by 2 −N 1− , while the scheme is still capacity-achieving.
Proof: The length of the inner polar code n, the length of the outer RS code m, and the rate of outer RS code R o can be set as follows:
Substituting n, m, and R o into the bound given by Lemma 4, one gets
as the upper bound on the FEP. With above settings, R o → 1, as N → ∞. Hence, the rate of the concatenated polar code also approaches the capacity, since the inner polar code is proven to be capacity-achieving. A lower bound on the probability of error can be also derived by analyzing an optimistic case. The optimistic case is the following: when a polar decoder fails, only one sub-block of the decoded data which contributes to one symbol of the RS outer code is in error. Also, these erroneous symbols are distributed equally over the RS codewords i.e. each RS codeword gets an equal number of erroneous symbols. In this case, the system can support up to τ r errors in polar decoders where r is the number of outer RS codewords and τ is the error-correction capability of the outer RS code. In fact r ≈ nR I /log m, where R I is the rate of inner polar code and log m is the number of bits in representation of a symbol in the RS codeword. In this optimistic case, the FEP E L is given by
Then plug in the result of [2] , for large enough n, and use the approximation discussed in Lemma 4 along with the Stirling's approximation to get
B. Analysis of erasure burst correction performance
An error burst is a common error pattern in storage systems which consists of a contiguous run of erroneous symbols. An erasure burst of length d is a run of d consecutive symbols that are all erased.
Suppose that a polar code of length n = 2 s is constructed for transmission over on a B-DMC W , with respect to the set of good bit-channels G n (W, β) for a fixed β < 1 / 2 . Let u n 1 denote the input message, where u i carries an information bit for any i ∈ G n (W, β) and otherwise, it is frozen to zero. u n 1 G n is transmitted through n independent copies of W . The received sequence is denoted by y n 1 . This is the scenario considered in the following two lemmas.
Lemma 6: Let q s and j 2 s−q be two positive integers. Assume that an erasure burst of length 2 q occurs with starting index (j − 1)2 q + 1 and ending index j2 q . Then for any l with 0 l 2 q − 1, the computed likelihood ratio of u l2 s−q +1 by successive cancellation decoder is 1.
Proof: Observe that for any i n/2, the likelihood ratio
1,e ) is 1. This is clear by the recursive formula for LR calculation in (8) 1)2 q +1 , ...) , where the second coordinate is some linear combination ofû 1 ,û 2 , ...,û l2 s−q . Since all the output symbols y j2 q (j−1)2 q +1 are erased, the later is always 1. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 7: Let q s/2. Then for any β < 1 / 2 and large enough n, there exists l
Proof: We show that l = 2 q − 1 satisfies the required condition. Let Z = Z(W ). Then by (5) and induction on r it is easy to show that
Also, by (6) and induction on i we have
(15) and (16) together imply that
In order to conclude that (2 q − 1)2 s−q + 1 is a good bit-channel index, we need to show that for large enough s
Or equivalently, by taking logarithm from both sides s 2 + 2 s/2 log Z < −s − 2 sβ which holds for large enough s given the fact that log Z < 0 and β < 1 / 2 . This completes the proof of lemma. Theorem 8: Consider an Arikan's polar code of length n, constructed for transmission over a BSM channel W . If an erasure burst of length at least 2 √ n − 1 occurs, the successive cancellation decoder always fails to recover the transmitted message with probability at least 0.5.
Proof: Observe that any burst of length 2 √ n − 1 = 2 × 2 s/2 − 1 includes a burst of length 2 s/2 with starting index (j − 1)2 s/2 + 1 and ending index j2 s/2 , for some j 2 s/2 . Then by Lemma 7, there exists a good bit-channel with index of the form l2 s/2 + 1. By Lemma 6, the LR of u l2 s/2 +1 is always 1 and therefore, there is a probability of error 0.5 associated with this information bit. This completes the proof of theorem. The above theorem shows that polar codes are very weak with respect to erasure bursts. In fact, a vanishing fraction of erasures lead to a failure in the successive cancellation decoder with probability 0.5, while it does not change the effective capacity of channel asymptotically. Next, we show that RSpolar concatenated codes can perform very well in this regard.
Let the total length of the RS-polar concatenated code be N = nm, where n is the length of polar code and m is the length of the RS code. Let also d be the minimum distance of the RS code.
Lemma 9: The RS-Polar concatenated code, with outer code of minimum distance d and inner code of length n, can recover from erasure bursts as long as the length of the burst is at most (d − 2)n + 1.
Proof: Observe that a burst of length (d − 2)n + 1 overlaps with at most d − 1 polar codewords. In the worst case, assume that any polar decoder that encounters at least one erasure declares failure and output erasures to the outer decoder. At most d − 1 of the inner polar decoders fail in this scenario. The minimum distance of the outer RS code is d which means that it can correct d − 1 or less erasures. Therefore, RS-polar concatenated code can correct all the erasures resulted from the erasure burst. Suppose that m n and the minimum distance of the RS code is at least 4. Then
Therefore, a polar code of length N fails to recover from an erasure burst of length (d − 2)n + 1 by Theorem 8, while our RS-polar code can recover from the erasure burst. By fixing d to be any positive integer and letting n to go to infinity, the total probability of error of the concatenated code is m2 −n β , which goes to zero as m n. The only constraint on m is that m n. Also, it is assumed that m goes to infinity so that the rate of outer RS code approaches 1. Since the polar code is capacity-achieving, the total concatenated code is also capacityachieving. All of these happen while a non-concatenated polar code of equal length N fails with probability at least 0.5 in this scenario, for large enough N .
VI. SIMULATED NUMERICAL PERFORMANCE

A. Simulated performance over AWGN channel
Transmission over AWGN channel is assumed. The inner polar code of length 2 9 = 512 and outer Reed-Solomon code of length 15 over F 2 4 are considered. The rates of inner and outer codes are designed such that the total rate of scheme is 1/3. We use the RA method explained in Section III-B to construct the concatenated code. The actual probability of error of the bit-channels under SC decoding corresponding to a polar code of length n = 512 are estimated over an AWGN channel with E b /N 0 = 2 dB. We take a Monte-Carlo simulation-based approach for this estimation as discussed in Section III-B. As an alternative way, one can use the method proposed in [13] . To design the outer RS code, we follow the criterion proposed for the RA construction in Section III-B with the difference that the total rate of the code is fixed rather than the probability of error. To guarantee the total design rate of the concatenated code, the construction is optimized over different possible rates k/n of the inner polar codes as well, and the rate-adaptive construction method is as follows:
• For k divisible by 4 and between 170 (inner rate 1/3) and 256 (inner rate 1/2) do the following.
• Pick the best k bit-channels that have smaller probability of errors and sort them with respect to their index.
• Set target probability of error P e for each of the small sub-blocks of length 4 (2 4 is the size of the alphabet for RS code). This replaces tE/k in (10) . Then for i = 1, 2, .., k/4, find the τ i -error correcting RS code according to the criterion proposed in (10).
• Calculate the total rate of the scheme and compare it with 1/3. If it is almost 1/3, then calculate the total FEP and move on to the next k. Otherwise, adjust the probability of error P e accordingly and repeat these steps. At the end, k = 204 is picked which results in the lowest frame error rate.
The performance of the proposed construction with discussed decoding techniques is shown in Figure 2 . The results are compared with a polar code of the same length 512. Since all the 15 inner polar codes in the RS-polar concatenated code are decoded in parallel, the two schemes have the same decoding latency. For the concatenated scheme, the codeword error rate of inner polar codes is defined as the error rate of the inner polar codeword. The aim is to have a fair comparison with a polar code of the same block size 512 when the rates are equal, where the rate loss due to RS outer code is taken into account. At an block error probability (BLER) of 10 −4 , it is observed that the proposed rate-adaptive (RA) concatenated RS-polar code with the proposed SC decoding of the concatenated code has more than 1 dB SNR gain over the non-concatenated polar code with the same decoding latency. The GMD decoding, on top of SC, helps at higher BLERs, e.g. 0.1 dB further SNR gain at BLER= 10 −2 . Furthermore, there is about 0.2 dB SNR gain using GMD decoding with approximate ML (GMD-AML) on top of the SC decoding and 0.3 dB further SNR gain using our proposed SC-GMD-ML decoding of the concatenated code. Also, the proposed SC-GMD-ML decoding algorithm offers more than 2 dB SNR gain over conventional serial decoding of the RS-polar concatenated code, in which the outer RS code is a (15, 11) code and the inner polar code is a (512, 232) code. The performance of this concatenated scheme is also compared with the outer component Reed-Solomon code with GMD decoding. The (63, 21) RS code over F 2 6 is picked, where its rate is equal to that of our scheme. The length of its binary representation is 6 × 63 = 378 which is close to that of the inner polar code. It is observed that the performance of the RS code with GMD decoding is about 9 dB SNR worse than that of the proposed scheme with GMD decoding. Therefore, it is not shown in Figure 2 .
B. Trade-off between polarization order and RS decoding radius
It is interesting to analyze the trade-off between the lengths of inner and outer codes assuming that the total length of the concatenated code is fixed. The longer the inner polar code is, the further polarization happens which results in better performance in the inner code. On the other hand, longer outer RS code provides better error correction capability and also a Block error rate n = 512, rate = 1/3 polar code regular RS-polar RA-SC RA-SC-GMD RA-SC-GMD-AML RA-SC-GMD-ML Fig. 2 . Performance of the concatenated scheme using GMD-ML decoding technique wider range of rates to be chosen by the rate adaptive scheme, thereby making the concatenated code more efficient.
Recall the proof of Theorem 5 wherein the code parameters are set as follows: the inner block length is n = N and the outer block length is m = N 1− . Then the error decay rate is bounded by 2
as proved in Theorem 5. Therefore, if is decreased, the bound on the error decay rate will be improved, asymptotically. As a result, it is well-justified to say that the smaller the inner polar code is, the further improvement in error decay rate happens in as asymptotic sense.
In finite block length, there is no analytical way to determine the optimum parameters for inner and outer block lengths. In this subsection, we provide simulation results in an attempt to find out the optimum parameters when the total block length is about 2 14 . The total rate of the scheme is fixed and is equal to 1/2. The rate-adaptive scheme, except for the case of n = 16, in which there is only one outer RS code, is designed at E b /N 0 = 2 dB. The FEP varies depending on the scheme and is set for each of them separately in order to maintain the same rate of 1/2 for the total concatenated code. More details on each design of the concatenated code is as follows: For the case of RS code over F 2 5 of length 31 and inner polar code of length 512 (simply denoted by RS(31)-polar(512)), the optimum value of k, the information block length of polar code, is 295. There are 295/5 = 59 outer RS codes in total. For the case of RS(63)-polar(256), k = 144 and there are 24 outer RS codes of length 63 over F 2 6 . Consequently, for the concatenated code RS(127)-polar(128), k = 70 and there are 10 outer RS codes of length 127 over F 2 7 . We have also chosen the extreme case of RS(1023)-polar(16) to compare with other schemes, where k = 10 and there is only one RS code of length 1023 over F 2 10 . The simulation results are shown in Figure 3 . It can be observed that the concatenated code RS(31)-polar(512) shows a better performance comparing to the other schemes. Notice that the extreme case of RS(1023)-polar(16) has a much sharper slope of frame error rate in terms of SNR comparing to other cases. However, its performance is much worse which may be due to the relatively very small number of polarization levels. We have also observed the advantage of our RS-polar concatenated code comparing to non-concatenated polar codes over channels with erasure bursts through simulations. A GilbertElliot model for producing erasure bursts is considered. This model is based on a Markov chain with two states for the channel. The channel is either in the good state, denoted by G, or in the bad state, denoted by B. When the channel is in state G, stays in this state with probability P and changes to state B with probability 1 − P . Likewise, when the channel is in state B, stays in this state with probability Q and changes to state G with probability 1 − Q.
For simulation, state G is considered as binary erasure channel with probability of erasure 0.1 and state B is always an erasure. In the RS-polar concatenated code, the length of inner polar code is set as 2 9 = 512. The outer RS code is a (15, 11) code which can correct up to four erasures. The total length of the concatenated code is N = 512 * 15 = 7680. The rate of inner polar code is set as 0.68 so that the total rate of the concatenated code is 0.5. The transition probabilities in the Gilbert-Elliot model are picked as P = 0.9999 and Q = 0.99. This way, the average length of a run of bad channel states is 1/(1 − Q) = 100, which is close to √ N . Likewise, the average length of consecutive good channel states is 1/(1 − P ) = 10000, which is close to N . This model resembles the conditions in Theorem 8. Intuitively, the inner polar codes corrects the erasures resulted from the the BEC(0.1) in good state while the outer RS code corrects the failures resulted from erasure bursts. The probability of frame error estimated as 6 × 10 −4 using Monte Carlo simulations. On the other hand, the non-concatenated polar code of length 2 13 = 8192 does not perform well in this scenario, as expected. The probability of frame error is estimated as 0.1 using Monte Carlo simulations. Notice that in this scenario, the computed likelihood ratios are either 0, 1 or ∞ when the symbols are transmitted through binary erasure channel. If the computed likelihood ratio is either 0 or ∞, it means that the corresponding input bit is recovered with no error. Otherwise, the corresponding input bit is erased. Therefore, the successive cancellation decoder can not be improved using list decoding algorithm proposed in [14] .
VII. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proved that by carefully concatenating the recently invented polar codes with Reed-Solomon codes, a significant improvement in the error-decay rate compared to non-concatenated polar codes is possible which ultimately fills the gap with the information theoretic bound. The parameters of the scheme can be set to inherit the capacity-achieving property of polar codes while working in the same regime of low complexity. The proposed concatenated code is shown to perform well over channels with erasure bursts, while it is proved that the original polar codes are very weak in this regard. We developed several construction methods and decoding techniques to improve the performance at finite block lengths, which is a step to making polar codes more practical. There are some directions for future work as follows. The methods described in this paper can be in general applied to concatenation of polar codes with non-binary block codes. The construction and decoding methods can also be used when the outer code is a binary code by grouping each t bits, where t is a complexity parameter to be optimized. If the outer code has a low complexity soft decoding algorithm, then the decoding techniques based on GMD decoding of RS codes can be extended to this case as well.
